
AUGUST 
A question that I get every 
summer is, “How do I control 
grasshoppers?” Grasshoppers are 
a tough insect to control because 
they are so mobile. 

You may kill 
the ones that 
you sprayed to 

only have more hop or fl y in. I like Hi-Yield 38 Plus 
for grasshoppers in the landscape, and Hi-Yield 
Garden, Pet, and Livestock spray for the garden.  
There is another option called Nolo grasshopper 
bait. Nolo is a biological control. The grasshop-
pers eat it and get infected with a disease that they 
spread amongst themselves. Nolo is more effective 
on a large scale due to the mobility of grasshop-
pers. Nolo has no effect on humans, so it is safe to 
use as well.  

JULY
Bzzzzzzz...
they’re back! 
The mosquitos 
are back with 
a vengeance 
this year as a 
result of all of 
the rain that we received in May 
and June. Don’t get me wrong; I’m 
not complaining about rain, but I 
sure hate mosquitos. Spray your 
yard and bushes with Hi-Yield 38 
Plus to rid your landscape of those 

nasty blood suck-
ers. Empty any 
standing water, and use mosquito dunks in any stand-
ing water that you can’t empty.  
 The rain also brought about lots of fungus on the 
vegetable garden. Blights and leaf spots usually start 
at the bottom and work their way up the plant. It may 
start as a spot on the leaves with the leaves eventually 
turning yellow and falling off. Spray with Fertilome 
Broad Spectrum fungicide to stop the fungus; it has a 
zero day waiting period on most veggies. Water at the 
base of the plant and avoid splashing on the leaves.  

GARD’N 
WISE

Troy Simmons

SEPTEMBER
September through October 15th is the best time of the year to seed 
or over-seed a cool season lawn. Don’t let this window slip by you; 
spring seeding isn’t as successful as it is during this time. Be sure to 
use a high quality clean seed, or you will pay the price in herbicides 
for years to come.  I recommend Gard’n-Wise Premium Fescue Blend, 
also known as “Kansas Premium Fescue.”

FARMERS COOPERATIVE ELEVATOR COMPANY
106 E. SOUTH AVENUE 
P.O.BOX 340 
CHENEY, KANSAS 67025

on a large scale due to the mobility of grasshop-
pers. Nolo has no effect on humans, so it is safe to 
use as well. 
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91 year old Bill Coon made sure to come out and 

help his son Jim Coon and family with harvest! 

Hayden Poe driving the grain cart. 

Belmont, KS

Natalie Francis trying to fi gure 

out those Boswell Boys! 

 Jaxx, Claire, and Brekk Dreiling

 are ready for harvest. 

Featured throughout this issue of 
Partners in Production are pictures 

submitted by our patrons from this year’s 
harvest. Thanks to all who shared their 

pictures and stories with us!
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Farmers Cooperative 
Elevator Company

 1-800-525-7490
316-542-0463 (fax)

Location Phone Numbers 

Anness: call Clonmel

Belmont: 620-297-3911

Cheney: 316-542-3181

1-800-525-7490

Main Offi  ce: 316-542-3182

TBA: 316-542-3381

Clonmel: 620-545-7138

Garden Plain: 316-535-2221

1-800-200-2122

GP Feed Store: 316-535-2291

Grain Market: 316-531-2681

Kingman: 620-532-2662

Murdock: call Cheney

Norwich: 620-478-2272

Pretty Prairie & Varner: 620-459-6513

Rago: call Belmont

SEEKING PHOTOGRAPHS
Do you have a great photo-
graph that you would like to 
share with Partners in Produc-
tion? We are looking for pho-
tographs to feature in upcom-
ing issues. Photographs can 
be of your operation, a great 
farming moment captured on 
fi lm, a stunning landscape, 
animals in nature, or anything 
that relates to agriculture, pro-
duction, or our beautiful area. 
Submit photos to 
emilykerschen@hotmail.com, 
and we might just feature 
your picture in a future issue. 

 Change is coming to our Garden Plain and Cheney locations! New and improved 
cardtrol dispensers will be installed to replace the old, outdated pumps. The installation 
of the new dispensers does not have a defi nite date of completion but is estimated to 
begin mid-July this year.  
 This update will also include an upgrade to our current operating system and 
the way your cards are processed. Because of this, there may be a small amount of down 
time at these locations. We anticipate no more than two days.
 Although there will be a new system and dispensers, the cards that are current-
ly used are still compatible with all locations.  

Susie Graber

IMPROVEMENTS COMING
 TO LOCATION PUMPS 
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TREATING YOUR TREATING YOUR 
SEED WHEAT SEED WHEAT 

 Here in south central Kansas, our 
main crop is wheat with probably 2/3 of our acres 
planted in wheat. Of those 1/3 acres that are planted 
to beans, milo, corn, alfalfa, and canola, all of those have 
a seed treatment on them. In fact, most of them have the 
whole nine yards on them. Yet, we still don’t treat our seed 
wheat, our main crop. Why is that? We carry over more wheat 
residue than any other crop. We plant the same varieties year after 
year. We plant the same fungus susceptible varieties every year. It’s time 
to start taking care of our wheat crop before we even put it in the ground! 
If you haven’t ever treated your seed wheat, I strongly encourage you to at 
least try treating your certifi ed wheat, which will for sure be your next year’s seed 
wheat. 
 One option is to apply a basic wheat fungicide seed treatment that has a very low 
rate of insecticide in it already. The treatment we use is called Warden. We also can spike our 
treatment with a higher rate of insecticide called Nitro Shield, which would be especially wise if 

you are planting wheat early to graze.

  Another route to go is apply Ascend, PGR, which we have many producers 
that are now applyig to their seed wheat. Ascend is like a steroid for the wheat. It helps de-

velop bigger roots and more growth and tillers. I have had many testimonials from our 
producers that have been grazing wheat with the Ascend treatment saying the tillers 

and extra forage it produces is well worth the cost of the Ascend. 
   We are now taking orders on certifi ed seed to carry this 

fall. With our seed treater at Farmers Coop, it is very easy and convenient 
for our producers to bring in a truckload of seed wheat, have it unload-

ed, and loaded back up within 30 minutes. If you want us to get you 
a certain variety, please call so we can get your seed booked. We 

have three bulk bins that we can fi ll and can order most any 
seed in totes or bags.

  Remember, it all begins at planting; if we 
don’t have a good start, it makes it even harder to 

have a good harvest.
Jaden DeVore: 316-217-1369

Doug Scheer: 316-772-2014

Jaden DeVore

THREE REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD TREAT YOUR SEED WHEAT
ONE: Quicker emergence. Fast, even emergence always helps you attain  an even and better stand. 

TWO: Protects against Smuts, seedling diseases, and damping off. 
THREE: Insects. Protects against Hessian fly which can lead to a kinked joint. Protects against aphids which 

cause barley yellow dwarf, which is our biggest concern this fall. Protects against wireworms which cause 
direct seedling damage. 

Belmont Elevator on a rainy day

Photo by Morgan Clouse

Klaver Farms, Belmont, KS

Photo by Blaine Boswell

Russell Francis and Natalie (daughter) leaving combine

Photo by Jerika Francis
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VIABILITY NOW & IN THE FUTURE
f you read last quarter’s newslet-
ter concerning consolidation, you 
would understand today what we 
were talking about at that time. The 

speed of consolidation talks in the area 
have taken on a life 
of their own. Since 
the last newsletter 
was published these 
are just some of the 
developments in our 
area:

• In early May, Cairo Coop exited out of 
the 23 year Comark relationship, sold 
a couple of assets to Skyland Grain and 
others, and entered into a relationship 
with Archers Daniels Midland, ADM, 
one of the world’s largest agricultural 
processors.  

• On June 5th, Farmers Coop, Haviland; 
Southern Plains Cooperative, Lewis; 
and Right Cooperative, Wright have 
agreed to enter in a study to determine 
if a consolidation with other coopera-
tives would be benefi cial to the mem-
ber-owners.    

• On June 18th, Andale Coop and Kanza 
Coop announced that they are discuss-
ing unifying of the two cooperatives in 
some fashion.

 What does all of this mean to your 
cooperative, the Farmers Coop? For one, it shows you that there 
is plenty of competition out there fi ghting for the farmer’s busi-

ness. It also shows that the large international companies know 
how important cooperatives are and that they would do any-
thing to get in partnership with local cooperatives.  
 So what is in our future? How do we position ourselves 
so members have a viable business for many years to come? 

Your board of directors and employees of 
the cooperative continue to wrestle with this 
question day in and day out. Decisions that 
are made try to take into account a look into 
the future. As we all know, that can be dif-
fi cult, but not making a decision can also be 
equally wrong.
 If you look at the farm operation of 
yesterday with the equipment available 20 
years ago as compared to the technology and 
equipment available and in use today, the 
distance between these two operations is 
getting wider and wider by the minute.  
 Who will be farming the acres of the 
future?  What will their needs be from their 
supplier?
 We are a service coop; we supply you 
with more than just inputs. We want you 
to prosper on the farm and do well with 
your business. For you to be able to do this, 
we need to employ the best people that can 
deliver you knowledge, services, and inputs 
in an effi  cient manner. We also need the 
most advanced technology available on our 
equipment with which we can serve our 
customers. Anyone can provide you generic 
inputs. They may be in business today, but 

who knows about tomorrow.
 We thank you for your business today and in the future!    

Terry Kohler

Flickner Farms, Kingman, KS

Flickner Farms, Kingman, KS

Clint DeVore with Bolinger & DeVore Farms.  

Photo by Ali FlicknerCoon Farms, Belmont, KS

Heath Wells is ready to go for a ride!Heath Wells is ready to go for a ride!Clouse Farms

A line of trucks waiting to dump at the 

Garden Plain Elevator in the late 1950s. 

The work of harvest is still the same, 

but the scene has changed.  

I
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I don’t know about you, but 
this summer has been screaming by. A 
couple of months ago, harvest potential 
seemed limited, and then it started to 
rain. I have heard of some pretty good 
yields. With good moisture and a quick 
harvest, the double-crop acres may be at 
historic highs. We have applied more milo 
pre-emergent than ever before, and the 
soybean acres show an increase as well. 
As I write this article, we just received 3” 
of rain overnight, and I would imagine by 
the time you are reading this, the whole 
country will be green with fall crops.

WEED CONTROL
We continue to have problems controlling 
weeds in soybeans. We encouraged, and 
most of you adopted some sort of pre-
emergent strategy. Most of the fi elds we 
have looked at that had pre-emerge ap-
plied gave us what we were expecting. We 
are still going to have to go in and post, 
but considering how much moisture a lot 
of it has had, the weeds are being held. 
 Glyphosates control of some weed 
species, especially marestail and pigweed, 
has declined over the past couple of years, 
and we will rarely spray a fi eld with that 
chemistry alone. The best management 
practice is to go out with multiple modes 
of action to attack that weed in more than 
one way. 
 In soybeans, we are relying on 
pre-glyphosate chemistry, and while we 
generally see good results, our success is 
related to weed size, timing, and cover-
age as well as environmental conditions 
beyond our control. The chemical compa-
nies have not developed any new chem-
istry since Roundup that have worked 
well, so they are just repackaging old 
chemicals. These chemicals are usually 
more expensive with inconsistent results 
as compared to Roundup in its heyday.  

FERTILIZER
Fertilizer is one of our most expensive inputs 
on the farm. When it comes to wheat, corn, or 
milo, Nitrogen is one of the key components 
to high yields. We have been using a Nitrogen 
additive called Agrotain for the last couple of 
years. The science behind Agrotain is sound, 
and in the summer months, if you are putting 
Nitrogen out on wheat stubble for double-
crop, it is a no-brainer. If the Nitrogen lies 
unincorporated two weeks without rainfall, 
20-30% of that Nitrogen can gas off into the 
atmosphere. Today, the board price for 28% 
is $325.00/ton, and Urea is $480.00/ton. A 20% 
loss of Nitrogen adds up pretty quick. Not only 
is the loss off the top of the cost of fertilizer, 
but the number of units of Nitrogen is directly 
related to yield. I plan on 1# of Nitrogen/
bushel of corn and milo and nearly 1.75-2# 
of Nitrogen/bushel of wheat. If you lose 20% 
of your Nitrogen, you have a corresponding 
reduction in potential yield. The dollars saved 
add up quickly for an $0.08 investment/pound 
of Nitrogen. 
 I have heard some people say for 
$0.08, they can just compensate by putting 
more Nitrogen out than they need. I think this 
is incorrect thinking in terms of Nitrogen utili-
zation and good stewardship. I have witnessed 
enough positive results in both summer and 
winter that I will never apply Nitrogen on top 
of the ground again unless it is treated with 
Agrotain. Like other products on the market-
place, there are imitators and “like” products. 
Most of these products have been compared 
to Agrotain and many fall short. The same 
active ingredient can be found but at a far less 
rate than Agrotain, or the product is stated 
to give you above ground and below ground 
protection--the active ingredient in Agrotain 
will not give below ground protection. We do 
have access to products that do give protection 
from volatization and leeching.

FUNGICIDES
The use of fungicides in fall crops is starting to 

fi nd a place in our best management strat-
egy. In the past few years, many universi-
ties and private companies have applied 
fungicides late in the season on milo, 
soybeans, and corn. The work on milo is 
very promising with an increase in stand-
ability and yield. Timing of the fungicide 
is 50% head emergence, and the fungicide 
can be easily tank mixed with an insecti-
cide to help control head worm. With the 
moisture we have now, some of the small 
incremental gains in yield can really boost 
our bottom line. We didn’t have much 
pressure at heading in our wheat this 
year, but the pressure from rust did come 
later than we normally would think a 
treatment would pay. As I was harvesting 
my wheat, I noticed that there was virtu-
ally no fl ag leaf due to the rust; I can’t help 
but think my yield was hurt some.  

HARVEST 
While harvest is fresh in my mind, I like 
to refl ect on the things I did right and 
the things I could have done to maximize 
yields (as much as you can in gravel). I 
believe I could always do a better job on 
fertility. I would like to get my drill set up 
to incorporate my Phosphorous. I applied 
quite a bit of Phosphorous this past year, 
and on my sand, I think it made a differ-
ence helping to withstand some of the 
drought. I also decided that I would never 
leave my Nitrogen unprotected whether it 
be liquid of dry. Considering the state of 
my fl ag leaf, I think it is time to make at 
least one fungicide application a part of 
my best management practice.  
 Agriculture is very exciting to 
me. I’ve come to the conclusion that there 
never has been nor will be a “normal” 
year. That’s what makes up the average, 
and if I can continue to improve on those 
incremental yield bumps, that average 
will continue to climb.

Doug Bates
AGRONOMY CONSIDERATIONS
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LOCATION TOTAL BUSHELS
GARDEN PLAIN 884,786.66

NORWICH 485,992.70
ANNESS 548,481.99

RAGO 105,905.40
CLONMEL 442,576.65
CHENEY 757,414.01

BELMONT 569,554.98
PRETTY PRAIRIE 236,690.34

KINGMAN 263,793.01
VARNER 480,303.68

TOTAL BUSHELS DELIVERED
SUMMER HARVEST 2015

WHEAT
4,669,594.02

CANOLA 
105,905.40

TOTAL 
4,775,499.42

DIRECT SHIP 
WHEAT
135,473.67

OVERALL 
TOTALS

4,910,973.09TOT
ALS

Photo by Kim Kerschen
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ALI FLICKNER
Hometown: Kingman, Kansas
School Attending: Southwestern College in Winfi eld, Kansas
Major: Business Administration with an emphasis in Marketing
Year in School:  Senior, graduating in May of 2016
Why did you choose to work at Farmers Coop? I had previously 
worked for the Belmont location for three years during my summer 
and Christmas breaks. I wanted to stay in the area but was needing 

to work somewhere that was more 
related to my degree. I also wanted 
to continue working for the compa-
ny, so working for the administra-
tion offi  ce was the perfect combi-
nation of business and agriculture.

MEET OUR SUMMER INTERNS

MILES CRAIG
Hometown: Cheney, Kansas
School Attending: Kansas State University
Major: Agribusiness/Agribusiness option  
Minor: Agricultural Economics
Year in School: Junior, graduating in 2017 
Why did you choose to work at Farmers Coop? Since my degree 
limits the amount of agronomy classes I can take, interning at the 
Farmers Coop is a great opportunity to learn more about the agrono-
my sector.

D&J Dairy harvesting west of Clonmel
Jim Coon’s Field overlooking Belmont. 

Photo by Tiff any Koehler Photo by Jerika Francis
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FEED STORE Joe Krehbiel

NEWS FROM THE

 Summer heat has arrived, and with all the rain, the 
grass cattle are fat and happy except for all the fl ies and 
ticks. We have many options to help control this prob-
lem. The method of choice seems to be the “VetGun.” This 
glorifi ed paint ball gun shoots insecticide fi lled gel caps 
that explode on impact. One capsule per animal has been 
giving up to four weeks control--and application is a lot of 
fun! The capsule costs only $2.15. The gun itself costs $261. 
You can try it out for $0.25 per shot. This has worked well, 
and obviously people like the product since everyone that 
has tried one ends up buying it. Buy one before September 
30 and receive 30 gel caps free--a $64.50 savings.
 In addition to the VetGun, we do have other meth-

ods available from RTU sprays to concentrates. The ten-foot 
cattle rubs and dust bags are also very effective. Stop in 
and take a look at what we have to offer.
 The customers that have been feeding fl y control 
mineral have been seeing very good results, especially 
those that started in April. This is defi nitely something to 
keep in mind for next year.
   On the feed side, its time to consider creep feeding calves 
on grass. Cost is down and the cattle market remains 
strong. It is really kind of hard to lose; spend a dollar, and 
get two to three back.
   Give us a call for all your summer needs. Thanks for your 
business!

Joe Kreeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeehhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhbiellllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Mick Rausch 
Roger Gregory

Photo by Meredith Beavers

The grain cart and tractor; the perfect 

place to start a new harvest helper!
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Many people have budgets for their homes to track their expenses verse income. And 

why woudn’t they? For individuals and families, it is important to know what they spend 

monthly and whether or not they can aff ord to go out to eat dinner once or twice a month 

without over-extending resources. The same concept applies to your farm; budgeting and plan-

ning is essential to fi nding fi nancial success. 

 Farmers today all face a major problem of limited supply of resources. Whether that is 

land, labor, or available capital, they have to allocate their resources in a way to help increase 

their opportunities to be successful. Decisions like what crops to grow this year or whether to 

buy a new tractor could and will determine the profi tability for your farm operation!

CROP BUDGETS
Budgets are important in the fact that it will help you organize your resources, production, and ex-
penditures throughout the year. By doing this, you can make sound management decisions for your 
farming operation that will hopefully help you predict the consequences of any unforeseen adjust-
ments that may occur before they actually take place.  There are three different types of crop bud-
gets to consider, and each is explained below:

WHOLE FARM BUDGET 
Summary of expected income, expenses, and profi t for an entire operation. Can be used to provide 
lenders with a detailed plan of action, and help the operator analyze farm adjustments.

PARTIAL BUDGET 
Measures only returns from an adjustment in the farm plan. Could be used to decide what crop to 
plant on a small amount of acreage; also allows decisions on whether to buy or custom hire machin-
ery for harvest. Quick and easy.

CASH FLOW BUDGET 
Projection of cash receipts and expenses for a future period of time, usually 12 months. Used to 
determine if available cash and expected receipts will be suffi  cient to cover expenses. If expenses 
exceed available cash, then borrowed funds will be necessary.Cash fl ow budgets are needed in nego-
tiating a line of operating credit with bankers. 

Determining what you are trying to accomplish will help you select which type of budget best fi ts 
the needs of your operation. Available on our website at www.gardenplaincoop.com, you can fi nd 
Kansas State University’s Crop Budget that will aid you in determining what your budget needs 
are for your operation depending on crops and rotation. From our main website page, navigate to 
Grain>Marketing Services>KSU Crop Budget to begin developing a budget for your operation.

CREATING AND UTILIZING 
CROP BUDGETS & MARKETING PLANS Brad Scheer
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MARKETING PLAN 
Once your crop budget is established, you can begin developing a marketing plan for your operation.  
There are four major factors that infl uence your marketing plan:  1) personal feelings and attitudes 
about marketing, 2) fi nancial needs of your operation, 3) seasonal price patterns, and 4) current 
price outlook.
 Remember, when developing your marketing plan it is essential to have a written plan. Doing 
so will help you identify and quantify costs, set price goals, determine price outlook, examine price 
and production risk, and develop a strategy for marketing your crop. By failing to plan, you could 
very well be planning to fail!
 There are two different types of attitudes when it comes to marketing: that of a speculator and  
that of a risk manager. Speculators are those that shoot for the highest price of the year and focus on 
day to day price moves, where a risk manager’s main focus is on profi t instead of price, and the main 
emphasis is on survival and growth.

The main components of developing a marketing pan are:
• Financial Situation and Goals
• Determining What to Produce and Setting Price Goals
• Market Outlook and Expectations
• Production Risk Tools
• Price Risk Tools
• Price and Date Objective
• Strategies
• Evaluation

 The result of developing a marketing plan is a road map that lays out specifi c objectives the 
producer desires to achieve. If your objective is reached, you know that you have made a good sound 
decision no matter what happens to the price afterwards. It also establishes criteria on which you 
can base storage and pricing decisions and how much risk you are willing to tolerate.

WHAT DOES A FIVE STEP MARKETING PLAN LOOK LIKE? 

STEP 1: Project acres and average yields
STEP 2: Figure cost per acre
STEP 3: What are the profi t goals per acre?
STEP 4: Determine target price: (Cost + Profi t Goal) / Yield = Target
STEP 5: TAKE ACTION!!!

 Remember, a good marketing plan will force you to become a disciplined marketer and take 
some of the emotion out of grain marketing. You need to be realistic on your pricing objectives for 
2/3 of a normal production, and do not bet everything on the current market outlook. Know your 
costs and be willing to accept a return over costs whether big or small. Make sure you review your 
marketing plan often and make any necessary changes along the way as conditions of the market 
may change.  Do not, and I repeat DO NOT speculate with more than you can afford to lose!
 We also have some marketing plan tools available on our website as well. Again, go to our 
website at www.gardenplaincoop.com and navigate to Grain>Marketing Services>Marketing Plan.  
You will also fi nd many different type of contracting options that are available to you as well.
 If you need any assistance on developing a budget or marketing plan, please contact us, and 
we would be happy to assist you in any way we can. Remember, we want your business operation to 
be successful just as we do for us here at the coop!  Thank you for your past and future business!


